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 Zlatibor RDA started Pilot actions within  SHIPmEnTT 
project  

 
Zlatibor RDA organized 1st Thematic workshop in the 
scope of SHIPmEnTT project’s pilot actions for SMEs, 
on Friday, 28th June, 2019, elaborating intellectual 
property rights and its importance for increasing 
SMEs competitiveness. In addition to SMEs dealing in    
Zlatibor county, the workshop was attended by      
representatives of other business supporting           
organizations, providing different kind of services for 
private sector.  
 
First part of the event was dedicated to the project 
and identified innovation paths in the ADRION     
region, while the other sessions elaborated tools for 
IP assessment, patent search and some advanced    
techniques, like  Monte Carlo Method. The most      
interesting part was presentation of   experience in IP 
use, shared by management of very successful      
companies INMOLD and JASMIL, dealing in this      
region. Their presence was very useful, both for SMEs 
and business support      organizations, what resulted 
in fruitful discussion and some joint conclusions re-
lated to the key SHIPmEnTT topics. 

 SHIPmEnTT project at CNN Tech conference  
 
In the scope of International Conference of       
Experimental and Numerical Investigations and 
New  Technologies, that took place on Zlatibor, 
Serbia from 2nd to 5th July, Zlatibor Regional                   
Development Agency presented SHIPmEnTT    
project and its activities related to the identified 
innovation paths and intellectual property        
domain. This scientific event is organized with the 
aim to discuss knowledge, new perspectives,    
experiences and innovations in various fields. CNN 
Tech gathered scientists, researchers, business 
support organizations and SMEs from            
neighboring countries and abroad, discussing 
various topics.  
Workshop on intellectual property rights and    
registration of patents at national and                 
international level started with presentation of 
SHIPmEnTT project download and activities     
focused on creation of efficient ecosystem for  
support of innovations.  Complete programme of 
CNN Tech conference is available here,  while 
more information on the event you can find at 
the web site: http://cnntechno.com/  

 WORKSHOP IN ŠIBENIK, CROATIA 
"Innovation in the Blue Growth Sector - Intellectual 
Property Protection and Technology Transfer" was 
the topic of the workshop that was held in             
Development Agency of Šibenik-Knin County, in 
Šibenik, Croatia, on May 28th 2019. Workshop was  
attended by 20 entrepreneurs and representatives of 
public institutions that provide assistance to          
entrepreneurs. Trainers were experts from the Office 
for Projects and Technology Transfer, the University of 
Split. Workshop brought relevant information in the 
field of intellectual property protection and          
technology   transfer, and presented opportunities for 
financing entrepreneurial innovations in Croatia with 
interesting examples from the "blue growth" sector. 
This is the first workshop to be held in Croatia within 
the project "SHIPMENTT - Strengthening the Process 
of Intellectual Property Protection and Technology 
Transfer in the Blue Growth Sector" funded by the 
ADRION Program implemented by the Development 
Agency of Šibenik-Knin County.  

 SPLIT, CROATIA, HOSTED THE WORKSHOP  
Workshop “Crowdfunding – opportunities for    
innovative projects” took place in Split on May 31st 
and June 1st 2019. It was organized by                
Development agency of Split-Dalmatia County as 
a part of the project CLIPPER – “Creating a      
leadership for maritime industries - New           
opportunities in Europe” funded under the       
INTERREG Europe   program. It gathered          
entrepreneurs from the coastal area of Croatia 
that are interested in crowdfunding as a source of 
funding for Innovations that they are developing 
within their businesses.  

This workshop was a great opportunity to present 
project SHIPMENTT to entrepreneurs by             
emphasizing its goals and future activities that 
will provide “tailor made” tools for entrepreneurs 
that are dealing with the commercialization of         
innovations in the “blue growth” sector.  

 

ART-ER and ShiPmenTT project @ RESEARCH TO BUSINESS 2019 
 
14th edition of the International Exhibition on Industrial Research and Skills for Innovation in Bologna 
(Italy) 
ShiPmenTT project has participated last 6 and 7 June at 14th edition of Research to Business, the               
International Exhibition on Industrial Research and Skills for Innovation promoted by Emilia-Romagna    
Region in collaboration with ART-ER, the annual event dedicated to industrial research, new technologies 
and innovation. Since 2005, #R2B2019 has brought to Bologna ideas and opportunities for companies and 
people whose growth is driven by innovation and offers activities and services presenting  several             
companies’ best cases, an exhibition area, and offering matching opportunities between innovation supply 
and demand, also for the development of international projects.  
ART-ER presented SHIPMENTT Project to R2B through: 
 a dedicated booth  with more than 50 visitors: about 10 of them were SMEs potentially interested to 

be involved in SHIPmEnTT Pilot Action 
 supporting Innovat&Match initiative, a three days of bilateral meetings among companies, clusters, 

research centres and universities, organised by ART-ER as partner of Enterprise Europe Network     
SIMPLER Consortium and where more than 50 national and international participants have  flagged 
“Blue Growth” topic 

 a workshop held on June 6th about “Financial instruments and services supporting new businesses 
in Blue Growth field 

CCIAA VE RO -The SHIPmEnTT Project at the Venice 
Boat Show 2019! 
 
Representatives from SHIPmEnTT's Project Partners 
attended the Venice International Boat Show, which 
was held on 18-23 June 2019. In that occasion the  
Project Partner Chamber of Commerce of Venice 
Rovigo was there with an info point with posters and 
leaflets at "Sala Modelli" of Thetis located at the     
Arsenale of Venice. 

 Workshop, PRAXI Network / FORTH  
 
On May 22, PRAXI Network / FORTH delivered a 
thematic workshop on business development and 
financing to SMEs of Western Greece. The         
workshop was organized in coordination with the 
Federation of Industries of Peloponnese and    
Western Greece. PRAXI presented various funding 
instruments available for blue economy activities 
and discussed tools and strategies that assist 
SMEs to propel their business and boost their   
innovation capacity. 
The workshop attracted the interest of regional 
stakeholders and gave the opportunity to FORTH 
to discuss the potential and benefits of the       
project with public executives of the region. 

StrengtHening Intellectual Property and technology transfer processes 
in greEn sea mobiliTy secTors 

 

One of the main objectives of the Shipmentt project is the implementation of the set of services able to assist 
SME’s for their I&TT and get easier Access to Finance (A2F) considering the scenarios and the innovation paths 
which are identified before from the project. The toolset developed will contain several tools for on-line and         
off-line assistance. More in detail the collection of the tools will aim to: 
 
· Increase awareness and attitude to use IPR/IP instruments; 
· Enhance business intelligence in innovation management; 
· Support Technology Transfer actions (in and out licensing; patenting). 
 
Partners are collaborating for the collection of the best tools available in each country of the covered area of the 
Project, but considering also other tools available in other countries , and they will be very soon available.  
 
The tools have been divided in relation to the four relevant topics proposed by the SHIPMENTT Strategy:  
· Innovation management and technology transfer; 
· Access to finance; 
· Internationalisation; 
· Business development. 

 

On July 23, Area Science Park held its first pilot action addressed to SMEs.  
 
On July 23, Area Science Park held its first pilot action addressed to SMEs. Interest about IPRs is high, even 
though IP valorization is still an issue at stake, as SMEs are generally aware of the importance of IP but feel 
unprepared to face costs and commitment. IP experts contributed greatly to the success of the event with 
their lectures on IP    statistics as a way to monitor market and competition and to redirect business     
strategies; their smart advice on IP tips&tricks to overcome major issues related to the management of IP 
and their focus on software protection was highly appreciated.  The IP-thematic workshop                       
included also the viewpoint of a marine engineering corporate, where R&D manager at 
WÄRSILÄ (www.wartsila.com) highlighted critical steps in R&D processes and outlined how innovation in 
many maritime-related sectors relies mainly on software development. 
4 SME-representative case-studies provided significant experiences of R&D protection and valorization 
plans and their contribution triggered debate on the importance of IP information. 
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OCBfnHaOhTA68a-glXUcIECTAA_Fm-t1/view?usp=sharing
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